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Purple lipstick scares - we get it - but there's a reason why it's suddenly trending. Oft-considered hard to wear, Bold Color became mainstream due to a flood of flattering shades hitting shelves, from soft and thin to vibrant and vampy. Although the color can be worn all year round, it has become a musthave shade of dip, so now is the perfect time to jump on the bandwagon. And in case you were in the market for your perfect match this season, we've put together some of the buzziest purple lipsticks for every budget ahead. At Refinery29, we are here to help you navigate this overwhelming world of
things. All our market choices are independently selected and overseen by the editorial team. If you buy what we refer to our website, Refinery29 can earn a commission. When it comes to quick home upgrades, it's hard to beat the budget friendliness and ease of a fresh coat of paint. With a few strokes
of the brush, a dated room can become a whole new space for lifting, relaxing or inspiring those who enter. We asked professional designers for their takes on what colors of paint they love right now and we fell in love right away too! 1 of 13 Benjamin Moore: Revere Pewter Revere Pewter my go to airy,
neutral spaces that you don't necessarily want to be traditional gray or tan. He has equal parts of warmth and wealth, and takes on the properties of his surroundings. I like the way it creates a soothing, subtle background on which you can easily contrast a bright white or rich forest, and accent with a pop
of color throughout the season. -Caitlin Wilson, Caitlin Wilson Textile 2 of 13 Benjamin Moore: Jojoba I love Jojoba because it is a rich, rich green that soothes but is not boring. It goes well with bold colors and crisp white. I used it as a color accent in handmade plaster shelves to compensate for the
collection of white objets, and as a function of exterior color in a beautifully restored artisan home. I even found a tile that has the same green tone that I featured in both bathrooms and kitchens. -Karen Vidal, Designed by Vidal 3 of 13 Benjamin Moore: Black and Lemon Grass I would use colors that are
unexpected, like black or bright yellow, if I can get away with it. Bold colors can be added on any scale to bring individuality and excitement to any kitchen, whether it's a color closet or just a seat cushion or a window shadow. -Fawn Gully, Fawn Gully Interior Design 4 of 13 Benjamin Moore: Peacock Blue
This color gives fresh, fun, and ongoing flashes. Lightening the back of the shelves with peacock blue makes all the beautiful accessories really pop up and about life. -Corey Connor, Corey Connor Samples 5 of 13 Sherwin-Williams: Pavestone I love this color because it's not too green, or too brown, or
too dark. It's perfect for studying or a boy's room, You want a cozy look. I believe in most cases it is true gray, but warm rather than institutional gray. -Holly Mathis, Holly Mathis Interiors 6 of 13 13 Moore: The Old Navy is a big dark blue that really bases space. I like to use it as an accent shown here on
the accent wall in the cozy coastal living room. It plays nicely with lighter blues and it looks terrific with red and white. -Olga Adler, Olga Adler Interiors 7 of 13 Benjamin Moore: San Antonio Gray I love to use this color in my design. It's the perfect backdrop for clean, crisp and beautiful furniture. Gray can
work with almost anything that makes him the best neutral out there. -Corey Connor, Corey Connor sample 8 of 13 Benjamin Moore: Nimbus and Light Pewter I use these two colors over and over again. They work great in coastal applications. The nimbus seen on the walls is a warm gray with no blue or
green overtones, making it ideally neutral. It works great as a paint color in a house full of art as it does a different color pop. Light Pewter complements it beautifully on the ceilings (as placed). -Olga Adler, Olga Adler Interiors 9 of 13 Sherwin-Williams: Studio Mauve I chose color because we wanted a
nursery that was not completely pink. It was a light shade of pink to make it soothing and unique, but also natural. -Jack Ovadia, Ovadia Design Group 10 of 13 Benjamin Moore: Shale is a warm, deep taupe that looks like sand that you can find on a beach in Connecticut. It is a beautiful neutral that can
be punched with literally any other color. -Olga Adler, Olga Adler Interiors 11 of 13 Sherwin-Williams: Colony Buff To balance my colorful studio, I chose a neutral color so I could add some measurements to the room without going overboard with color. -Anna Osgoodby, Anna Osgoodby Life and Design
12 of 13 Sherwin-Williams: Aquarium I was looking for something bold and bright to warm my space, and this color was the perfect way to do just that! -Anna Osgoodby, Anna Osgoodby Life and Design 13 of 13 Sherwin-Williams: Ardent Coral I tried to make retro yellow apartment tiles work in a more
modern color palette and coral took some of the attention away from the tiles and created a warm space. -Anna Osgoodby, Anna Osgoodby Life and Design While We Love Baby Blonde Highlights and Platinum Dye Jobs (We See You, Karlie Kloss), dark, rich chocolate brown hair oozes the essence of
sex appeal that can't be denied. The shade complements so many features, resulting in green, brown and brown eyes; Not to mention it looks absolutely gorgeous with a gold, bronze makeup look. It just looks great at all seasons, making for a look that's chic, classic, and temptingly sexy all at the same
time. Olivia Kassanova at igK Salon, and Jaxcee at Coily Collective gave us all the need to know tips regarding this rich style. First of all, what is chocolate-brown hair? Jaxcee describes it as beautiful, A multifaceted brunette tone that can range from milk chocolate, which is warmer, dark chocolate, which
is cooler over matte brown. It is also important to note that this is generally considered to be one The look, which consists of applying Demi-permanent or permanent hair color, she says. The color process is different for each person, depending on your natural level and whether you have gray or not,
Kassanova says: However, achieving this color usually requires minimal or no lighting at all. Just because it's originally one process to watch, doesn't mean you can't add other colors after. I usually tell my clients with wavy, curly, or spiral hair that it's always a good idea to add a few highlights to give the
hair a more dimensiond look, Jaxcee says: Adding measurements for customers with more texture allows the beauty of their texture to see better. Kassanova says that chocolate browns can be fairly versatile for most subtexts, and Jaxcee echoes this by saying that brunette is an easy color for most,
regardless of tone. However, there are small differences that need to be made. If you have a warm complexion, the cool tones will look sharper because of the contrast, she says, while warm tones will look softer. If your skin is cooler, then warm shades can make you look a little more tan. Hair texture is
also important. The thin texture of the hair, whether it is spiral or straight, tends to handle much faster than the rougher hair texture Jaxcee says, noting the amount of peroxide used when formulating a single process is so important. The beauty of chocolate brown is how versatile it can be, says
Kassanova. You can keep it one rich, dark ever more shade, or play around with some thin light pieces all over your hair. It all depends on what kind of look you are going to. Whether you're going back to your roots or going for a dramatic evolution of style, it's best to know what you want. Maybe it's time to
sweat, you know? We have collected some of our favorite brunette photos to serve as inspiration for your next visit to the salon. Keep scrolling to see them all, and when viewing what works for the stars, keep in mind what may work best for you. Chocolate-brown hair choosing shade: Milk chocolate uses
gold and copper tones, while dark chocolate tends to be cooler toned with a red and purple hue. When determining the right shade for you, always consider the color of the eyes, and the tone of the skin, Cassanova says, mentioning if you have an olive shade, you are going to want a very warm brown,
which seems to neutralize any green tint in the skin. Service level: Natural brunettes have low maintenance. It's a lot more high maintenance if you're naturally blonde, because as the roots grow, you'll have a solid line of demarcation from to brown, requiring the root to touch every 4-6 weeks. Related
shades: Chestnut, Brown Ombre, Ash Brown, and Moca Brown HairPrice: One Dye Process will start at $200. 01 out of 25 Actress Gugu Mbatha-Raw has amazingly warm milk chocolate curls and we are really in love. It illustrates how deeply flattering color is; plus, her shiny curls captivate the whole. 02
of 25 Taylor Hill / FilmMagic / / The image We can fully see the golden subtext Kassanov said earlier. Worn with a small wave and middle part, Ashley Graham's luscious color looks rich, shiny and natural against her face. 03 of 25 Taylor Hill/Getty Images Both experts cite emily Ratajkowski as the big
chocolate brown hair inspiration. Her signature cool toned hair is the opposite of the fact that blondes have more fun. From The Paris runways to the red carpets, she's certainly a show-topper. While Jaxcee also tells Bella Hadid (on her dark) and comedian, Awkwafina make the list as well. 04 of 25 Taylor
Hill/Getty Images While zendaya is the queen of switching her hairstyle, each one is more iconic than the last, we are especially feeling this braided look with warm, reflective highlights. 05 of 25 Fraser Harrison/Getty Images Taylor Hill is another model known for her natural chocolate brown hair, usually
twisted, blown, and paired with a red lip. To achieve a milky chocolate brown color like Hill here, Jaxcee says she will use gold and copper tones. For a dark chocolate color that is cooler, she will use red-purple, copper-purple tones to emulate the rich velvety kindness of dark chocolate, she says. 06 of
Mike Marsland's 25/WireImage/Getty Images Bella Hadid's color ranges from crow to chocolate and back. She is a real brunette dream girl and we will copy her hair until the end of time. Although, she's actually a natural blonde like her sister, which can be tricky to maintain if you're the one to skip the
salon appointment. 07 out of 25 Being the pop superstar that she is, Normani often changes her style. Personally, we are partial to her deep brown waves or the amazing curly tail she wore on stage. 08 of 25 Taylor Hill/FilmMagic/Getty Images As warm brown hair jasmine Tookes, the extra gold highlights
so perfectly complement her equally glowing complexion. We can see how beautiful its highlights look here and they probably look even brighter in the sun. While one thing you want to avoid with this hair color is too much sun, Cassanova says, as it will cause the color to oxidize, creating a red or copper

otton. Protecting your hair from sun exposure is easier than you think. Invest in a sunscreen like Supergoop's Poof 100% Mineral Part and Scalp Powder SPF 45 ($34) or use an increasingly warm home, which is also great when styling with hot tools. 09 of the 25 warm brunette on a lighter complexion as
Denver helps create contrast without looking too extreme. Also, the dark color makes her eyes look super bright. 10 out of 25 stylists should always consider the specific needs of the texture of the hair they are coloring. Jaxcee ensures that this, especially when working with clients like Hamilton alum,
actress and singer Jasmine Cephas Jones. 11 of 25 Michael Loccisano/Getty Images We are absolutely captivated by Issa Rae-her wit, beauty, and of course her glorious natural hair. Hair. The CoverGirl ambassador shows off a chocolate brown color with curls and an award-winning smile. This type of
dynamic brunette isn't the kind you want to do like a kitchen beautician, Jaxcee says. To really get the nuances of the tones and sizes of chocolate shades require, let the professional do it. 12 of Daniele Venturelli's 25/Getty Images It's important to ask your colorist to formulate a shade better for your face
as a true chocolate brown look for Emilia Clarke. Many of us know her better as the legendary platinum haired Mother of Dragons (R.I.P. Game of Thrones), but it's a common knowledge these days that she's a real brunette and we love it. 13 of the 25 Karwai Tang/WireImage/Getty Images One thing we
love about Victoria Beckham: She has the most poignant sense of what she loves and what works for her. Her timeless brown hair is one of those things. Like many celebrities, she has her stint as a blonde, but Posh is clearly a brunette in the heart. Try to get your roots redone every 6-10 weeks to keep
your hair juicy and vibrant like Beckham's. Plus use color-enhancing air conditioning like Moroccanoil Color Deposit Mask in Cocoa ($28) and Pravana Nevo Color Enhancer Treatment in Cocoa Brunette ($21) to help keep the color looking new between appointments. 14 of 25 Sam McKnight-style bevy of
beautiful brunette looks. Scroll to see them all. If your hair is naturally brunette, like some shades here, or you choose color, it is always a good idea to invest in a weekly hair mask. Hair masks help restore moisture and are important for use after coloring your hair, especially if your hair is on the rough
side. Jaxcee says a hair mask is important after a color service, noting that it is always a good idea to moisturize, but it is even more important once the hair dye comes into the mix. She recommends and loves Mizani's True Textures Moroccan Clay Steam Hair Mask ($30) for this purpose. 15 of 25 John
Kopaloff/FilmMagic/Getty Images Mandy Moore has mastered virtually every shade of hair on the spectrum, but stuck with a rich espresso and a few well-placed bronze highlights in the long run. It's a classic look, but Moore's natural color skews toward the blonde, requiring her to go for a touch every
once in a while. That touch depends on how dark you go compared to your natural lightness level, Cassanova says that despite the content usually requires only a root touch or over-all sheen. Try hair shine. They are known to increase hair shine and improve color. While glossing treatments can be
applied by a salon professional, there are also a surprising amount of effective at-home hair glosses on the market today. 16 of 25 Jim Spellman/WireImage/Getty Images With a brilliant long look by Kaia Gerber, she definitely invests in a great For hair. Kassanova recommends using IGK Hair's Mixed
Feelings Toning Drops ($30) for brunettes for light home glitter. Use about 5 drops mixed into the air conditioner or leave in the product. This will help any brass are in awe, she says. Is Kaia not spitting the image of her supermodel mother Cindy Crawford? Just like her mom's thick, luscious brown hair,
Kia gives out basic glamazone vibes. 17 of Amy Sussman's 25/Getty Images Hailee Steinfeld's wavy, mid-part hair is one of the first things we think about when strong, long brunette locks enter the conversation. 18 of 25 Araya Diaz/Getty Images Our Forever Crush Lucy Hale is another girl who has
experimented with everything from black hair to blonde highlights. We're fans of all her trendy looks, but this brown-tipped shade is definitely one of her sweet spots. 19 of 25 Taylor Hill/FilmMagic/Getty Images zazi Betz seems to always get it right and yes, her natural curls are incredible. Also, we like the
way it covers this lightweight, confident vibe, and it's us thinking maybe we should all try to be more like that too. 20 of Shay's 25 espresso hairs have been a mainstay since the beginning of her career. While she sometimes works with different hairdressers and is known to switch it with some honey-hued
highlights, stylist Glen has created a sleek half-and-half down look that we can fully incorporate into our own arsenal of style. 21 of 25 hairdresser Vernon Francois created these for stunning corneal finger waves for Amandla Stenberg at the 2019 Oscars. 23 of Eliot's 25 also created retro Beanie waves!
The Booksmart actress' chocolate hair looked so glam here. 24 of the 25 Kryssi salons in NEW York used redken shades to get this perfectly stressed brunette style. But the highlights don't always have to be bright or blonde, Jaxcee says, emphasizing the milk chocolate highlights on the dark base will be
just as stunning. The good thing about chocolate brown hair is how versatile and easily adjustable it can be as the color caters to everyone! As you can see, there is no shadow just like the next one, and that's not what makes it so big? Well done? double wear shades in order. double wear shades chart.
double wear shades explained. double wear shades for olive skin. double wear shades estee lauder. double wear shades uk. double wear shades light to dark. double wear shades vs mac shades
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